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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we compare the performance of the single beam gradient-force trap (SBGFT) and the counter propagating dual-beam trap (CPDBT) quantitatively in terms of three performance parameters, namely, the transverse trapping efficiency, the width of the stable trapping zone, and the axial stiffness. Ray-Optics Model (for optical trapping of Mie particles) was used to obtain the numerical results. In the SBGFT, the particle is trapped in the vicinity of the focal spot of a strongly focused (N.A. ~ 0.65 to 1.3) laser beam by gradient forces in both the transverse and the axial directions. In the CPDBT, with the two counter-propagating beams often mildly focused (N.A. < 0.6), the particle is confined transversely by the transverse gradient forces of the two beams, and stabilized axially by balancing the scattering forces from the two beams. Depending on the separation between the two beam waists, there can be more than one stable trapping zones in the CPDBT. Qualitatively, one obvious key advantage of SBGFT is that it is very simple to implement. In contrast, the CPDBT requires precise alignment of the two beams. The latter, however, allows longer working distance and offers more degrees of freedom. The theoretical values of the aforementioned performance parameters for the CPDBT vary over a wide range because they depend on the distance between two beam waists. This extra degree of freedom in the CPDBT allows us to trade off one performance parameter against the others. We have also measured these performance parameters experimentally to verify the general trend predicted by the theoretical model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical trapping and manipulation of micro-particles using the radiation pressure of counter-propagating laser beams was first discovered by Ashkin in 1970. In 1986, Ashkin et al. demonstrated the optical trapping of dielectric particles using a single beam gradient force trap (or the so-called “optical tweezers”). Since then, both experimental configurations, i.e., the single-beam gradient-force trap (SBGFT) and the counter-propagating dual-beam trap (CPDBT) have been applied for many applications in the field of biological and biomedical sciences, as well as in physics. Optical traps are often characterized by the trapping force (or the trapping efficiency) in the transverse and axial directions, and the size of the stable trapping zone. In this paper, we compare the performance of the SBGFT and the CPDBT quantitatively in terms of three performance parameters, namely, the transverse trapping efficiency, the width of the stable trapping zone, and the axial stiffness. Theoretical results were obtained for both configurations using the Ray-Optics model. The experimental results for maximum transverse trapping efficiency of the CPDBT are compared with the corresponding theoretical results and a fair agreement was found. In the following section the Ray-Optics model (for optical trapping of Mie particles) is introduced. In Section 3, numerical results for maximum transverse trapping efficiency (Q_s), the width of axial trapping zone, and the axial stiffness for SBGFT and CPDBT are compared. Description of the experimental technique for CPDBT and comparison of experimental results with the corresponding numerical results are presented in Section 4. Our main results are summarized in Section 5.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS BY RAY-OPTICS MODEL

The Ray-Optics Model for predicting the forces acting on a particle in an optical trap was first proposed by Ashkin in 1992. This model is applicable when the particle size is much larger than the wavelength of the trapping light. According to this model, reflection and refraction of light at the surface of the particle give rise to two types of forces on the particle. Reflection gives rise to scattering force, or radiation pressure, which is proportional to the optical intensity and points in the direction of propagation of the light beam. Refraction gives rise to a gradient force due to an optical intensity gradient and points towards the direction of increased intensity. Figure 1(a) shows the scattering and the gradient forces exerted by a Gaussian beam on a spherical particle (for the case where the refractive index of the particle is higher than that of the surrounding medium), along with the contribution of force components from two constituent pencils of ray (Ray A and Ray B). Figure 1(b) represents the geometry for calculating the force due to the scattering of a single incident ray of power P by a dielectric sphere. The total force acting on the particle is given by the following expression:

\[ F_{tot} = F_s + iF_g \]

where the scattering force \( F_s \) and the gradient force \( F_g \) acting on the particle are given by

\[ F_s = \frac{nP}{c} \left\{ 1 + R \cos 2\theta - \frac{T^2 \cos(2\theta - 2\theta_0) + R \cos 2\theta}{1 + R^2 + 2R \cos 2\theta} \right\} \]

\[ F_g = \frac{nP}{c} \left\{ R \sin 2\theta - \frac{T^2 \sin(2\theta - 2\theta_0) + R \sin 2\theta}{1 + R^2 + 2R \cos 2\theta} \right\} \]

In equations (2) and (3), \( n \) is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, \( P \) is the laser beam power, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( R \) is the reflectance of light at the surface of the particle, \( T \) is the transmittance of light, \( \theta \) is the angle of incidence, and \( \theta_0 \) is the angle of refraction. The total force on the sphere (Fig. 1(b)) is the sum of the contributions due to the reflected ray of power \( P_R \) and infinite number of emergent refracted rays of successively decreasing power \( P_T, P_T^2, ..., P_T^n \). The total scattering force \( F_s \), the gradient force \( F_g \), and the absolute magnitude of the total force \( F_{tot} = (F_s + F_g)^2 \) can be calculated as function of the angle of incidence \( \theta \) using equations (1) and (2), and the corresponding trapping efficiencies \( Q_s \), \( Q_g \), and \( Q_{mag} = (Q_s^2 + Q_g^2)^{1/2} \) can be calculated using the following expression:
\[ F = Q(nP/c) \] (4)

where \( Q \) represents the optical trapping efficiency and the quantity \( nP/c \) is the incident momentum per second of a ray of power \( P \) in a medium of refractive index \( n \). The trapping force can be measured by balancing against a dragging force in a viscous fluid, and by using Stokes Law, \( F_D = 6\pi r_1 \eta v \), where \( F_D \) is the dragging force, \( \eta = 0.001025 \text{Ns/m}^2 \) is the viscosity of water, \( r_1 \) is the radius of the sphere, and \( v \) is the critical velocity, which is defined as the velocity at which the sphere escapes from the optical trap due to the viscous drag.

### 3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section the numerical results for aforementioned parameters are presented for both configurations. The parameters used in the calculations are, laser beam power, (10mW for SBGFT, and 5mW each for CPDBT), wavelength of the laser \( (\lambda = 532\text{nm}) \), particle size \( (15\mu\text{m}) \), and surrounding refractive index \( (n=1.33) \). The total scattering force \( (F_S) \) and total gradient force \( (F_G) \) were computed using Eqs. (2) & (3) and the total trapping force on the micro-sphere was computed using Eq. (1). The transverse trapping efficiency \( (Q_t) \) was evaluated from equation (4) using these data. The results are presented in the following sub-section.

#### 3.1 Transverse trapping efficiency

The maximum transverse trapping efficiencies were calculated for SBGFT using objectives with NA varying from 1.25 to 0.65, and as a function of beam waist separation \( d \), for CPDBT using a low numerical aperture objective \( (NA=0.40) \). The theoretical results are shown in Fig. 2. From this figure we see that the maximum transverse trapping efficiency \( (Q_t) \) of CPDBT, at the beam waist separation \( d=0 \), is higher than that of the SBGFT and that \( Q_t \) of CPDBT covers a wide range of values as compared to \( Q_t \) of SBGFT. It can also be seen that the transverse trapping efficiency of the dielectric particle decreases on increasing the value of NA of the trapping objective in the case of SBGFT. Experimentally, we have also observed that the axial trapping force of the SBGFT is, in general, greater than that of the CPDBT. In the case of CPDBT a shorter beam waist separation, \( d \), and a larger relative refractive index result in a stronger transverse confinement of the particle\(^\text{15}\).

#### 3.2 The axial trapping zone width

Figure 3 shows the results of the calculations of axial trapping zone width for CPDBT and SBGFT. In the CPDBT, the particle is confined transversely to the common beam axis by the transverse gradient forces of two weakly focussed laser beams. The particle is stabilized axially at a location where the scattering forces of two beams balance each other and also at the two beam waists. Therefore the CPDBT has a larger trapping zone width than SBGFT. Besides, the trapping position along the axis of the beams can be easily adjusted, in the case of CPDBT, by changing the relative intensity of the two laser beams. On the other hand, in the SBGFT, the beam is strongly focussed to a diffraction-limited spot by a high-numerical aperture objective and a strong three-dimensional gradient-force trap is created in the vicinity of the focus point and hence has only one stable trapping zone. It can also be seen from the Fig.3 that the width of axial trapping zone decreases on increasing the value of NA of the objective in the case of single-beam trap. The trapping zone width is, for example, about 13\( \mu \text{m} \) in a single beam trap (with NA=1.25, laser power = 10mW, and particle size = 15\( \mu \text{m} \)).

#### 3.3 The axial stiffness

In a stable 3D-optical trap, the axial stiffness is an important parameter that dictates the resolution of the optical trap as a force-transducer for the measurement of force (typically on the order of pico-Newton). For small displacements from the center of the optical trap, the restoring force is proportional to displacement, i.e. the optical tweezers act like a linear spring obeying Hook’s law. There are various methods to determine axial stiffness, such as the escape force method, the drag force method, and the equi-partition method\(^\text{13}\). We used drag force method to measure the axial stiffness for CPDBT and SBGFT. By applying a known viscous drag force, \( F \), and measuring the displacement produced from the trap center, \( z \), the axial stiffness can be determined by \( F = \alpha z \); where \( \alpha \) is the axial stiffness. The axial stiffness depends on various experimental parameters. We calculate the axial stiffness as a function of beam waist separation \( d \), in the case of CPDBT, and for the values of NA (of the objective) varying from 0.65 to 1.25 in the case of SBGFT. Our results indicated that the SBGFT often provides a higher axial stiffness than the CPDBT.
The theoretical results of the axial stiffness for both cases are depicted in Fig.4. In the case of SBGFT, the axial stiffness increases on increasing the NA of the objective.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS FOR CPDBT

Figure 5 illustrates the basic experimental set-up for the CPDBT. A Nd:YAG laser (with a frequency doubler) of wavelength 532nm was used to generate the trapping beams. The laser light was expanded and collimated using a spatial filter and a beam expander (SF/BE) to a spot size of 1cm diameter. A set of half-wave (∛2) plate and a polarizer was used for controlling the laser power and the polarization of the trapping beam. A relay lens of focal length 250mm was used to control the focus position of the trapping light. The expanded laser beam was divided by the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and further directed by two beam splitters (BS) in counter-propagating directions along a common optical axis (as shown in Fig.5). Two microscope objectives (NA=0.45 each) were used to focus the counter propagating beams on the sample from the opposition directions. A glass capillary tube (with a square inner cross-section of 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm) filled with Polystyrene spheres of size 15µm in water was put in the focal point of the two counter propagating beams. The sample tube was mounted on a x-y-z motorized translation stage of 10µm/s velocity resolution, and 0.5µm position resolution. The laser beam power for trapping was 5mW each. A polarizer and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) was used for changing the power ratio of two beams. An incoherent light source was used to illuminate the sample particles for imaging on a TV monitor using a CCD camera. The experimental arrangement on the right side of Fig. 5 shows the side view of the sample cell and the associated optics for observing the trapped particle from the top. Fig. 6 shows the image of a particle trapped by the CPDBT inside the capillary.

We measured the transverse trapping force by dragging the tube (with a particle trapped in the beam) in the direction parallel to the tube axis using the motorized translation stage. The drag force (or the equivalent trapping force) was calculated from the measured escape velocity and the Stokes law. The experimental results were compared with the theoretical results obtained from the Ray-Optics Model. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the experimental data (points in Fig.7) and the theoretical results (solid line in Fig. 7) for the maximum transverse trapping efficiency \( Q_{\text{max}} \) for the CPDBT. Although the general trend of the experimental results follows the theoretical curve, the detail differs. For example, the experimental values of \( Q_{\text{max}} \) peak at beam waist separation \( d = 14.2\mu m \), while the corresponding theoretical values peak at beam waist separation \( d = 0 \), and distributed symmetrically around \( d = 0 \). The asymmetry (and the discrepancy) in the experimental values of \( Q_{\text{max}} \) is probably due to the imperfection in the alignment. Moreover, the theoretical results for \( Q_{\text{max}} \) were calculated particle trapped in the \( \pi_M \) -plane shown in Fig.2, whereas in actual practice, the particle may not be stabilized exactly in the \( \pi_M \) -plane; hence, the discrepancy may also be attributed to this factor.

5. SUMMARY

A theoretical analysis has been presented for CPDBT and SBGFT in terms of three performance parameters, namely, the transverse trapping efficiency, the width of the stable trapping zone, and the axial stiffness. Ray-Optics Model (for optical trapping of Mie particles) was used to obtain the theoretical results. The theoretical results for SBGFT and CPDBT are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SBGFT</th>
<th>CPDBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse Trapping Efficiency (( Q_t ))</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial Trapping Zone Width (µm)</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial Stiffness (pN/µm)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the two experimental configurations has its own merit. The values of the three performance parameters for the CPDBT vary over a wide range because they depend on the separation between the two beam waists. This extra degree of freedom in the CPDBT allows us to trade off one performance parameter against the others. We have also measured experimentally the maximum transverse trapping efficiency (\( Q_{\text{max}} \)) in the case of CPDBT and compared with the corresponding theoretical results. The experimental data follow the general trend predicted by the theory.
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of Gaussian beam giving rise to the gradient force $F_g$ and the scattering force $F_s$. (b) Geometry for calculating the force due to the scattering of a single incident ray of power $P$ by a dielectric sphere.
Fig. 2  Distribution of maximum transverse trapping efficiency ($Q_m$) for CPDBT (solid line) as a function of the beam waist separation, and for SBGFT (dots) with various NAs.

Fig. 3  Comparison of axial trapping zone width of CPDBT and SBGFT with respect to beam waist separation distance, $d$. 
Fig. 4 Axial stiffness as a function of axial trapping position $d$ for CPDBT (Solid line) and for SBGFT (symbols).
Fig. 5  Arrangement of the experimental setup for counter propagating dual beam trap (CPBDT).

Fig. 6  Image of the trapped particle recorded by CCD camera under the bright field illumination.
Fig. 7 Comparison of the experimental results with the theoretical results for transverse trapping efficiency for CPDBT.